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Shinji
Humanity is now living in the age of Shinkon.

Do the shinja really understand the significance of this truth?
Those (shinja) who do understand, have gained awareness from the teachings and begun to live guided by their 
unmei.
The person (shinja) whose learning is lacking and who does not understand the worth (the truth) of the teachings, 
does not perceive the principles because they see the church through knowledge and experience.

Knowledge without principles will be consumed by the flow of the times and disappear.
The goals they seek and the outcome they strive for will not endure.
This is the person in suffering and anguish, unable to have hopes and dreams in life.

The shinja must deepen their understanding of the teachings and strive to live by the principle of the path.
That endeavor will draw out the strength of each person’s unmei.
The shinja must learn the teachings and strive to see society through the principles.
This endeavor will correct the jittai of each person.
The person (human being) whose kokoro feels the existence of Kami and abides by the path will achieve 
understanding through the kokoro of etoku; and kaiun will be granted.

Summary of the Shinji

　Kami has revealed that we are now living in the age of Shinkon and the path to salvation has been established. It 
means we live in an age where if we abide by the path, the light manifests and our kigan is answered. If we abide by 
Kami’s teachings—Kami, Hotoke, Hito no Michi—Kibo no Michi manifests and we will always be saved. 
　If we understand how valuable and important this is, we will strive to correct our jittai based on the teachings and 
live a way of life that is one with our unmei. We will live each day to the fullest and the strengths given to us are not 
wasted.
　However, there are those who continue to remain unaware; and if things do not go their way, they express their 
dissatisfaction, criticize others, and clash with the people around them. This happens because their effort to learn is 
lacking and unable to grasp the significance of living by the teachings, they rely only on knowledge and experience.
　Knowledge that is contrary to the principles and the natural way of things will always disappear in the flow of time 
and transformation. The history of mankind has shown us the truth that great nations are eventually consumed by the 
changes of an era and disappear. 
　Nothing is absolute, neither knowledge nor power. Only that which follows the natural way of things are definite 
and reliable. If you do not realize this, you will never achieve the outcome that you seek and strive for; and the result 
is grief and regret.
　Do not simply learn and gain awareness from the teachings, but deepen your understanding and make it a part of 
yourself. Make living by the teachings your personal conviction.
　Our unmei is brought out by this cumulative effort. When we live by the teachings, we are naturally protected by 
the strength of our unmei. In other words, people who live a life of happiness according to their unmei are highly 
moral human beings.
　Thus strive hard to abide by the path set forth by the principle of Kami, Hotoke, Hito no Michi. Because when we 
do, we will live a way of life that fits who we truly are.
　First, our jittai is suppressed and corrected. Since the way we think is rooted in the teachings, we will not be overly 
affected by knowledge. We become accepting, honest, faithful and protected by those around us. To achieve kaiun, we 
must become a highly moral human being where etoku is attained.


